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This ,invention relates to racks and supporting devices. 
More particularly .it relates to ‘positionable brackets 
whereon supporting ?ngers or hooks may be adjustably 
positioned for holding tools and otherobjects of various 
sizes and shapes. 

In the case of .known supporting devices of the type 
disclosed herein, there are certain ‘disadvantages which; 
are inherent in their constructions. They are not ‘readily 
adaptable to instances where a single form of‘hook may be 
adjustably positioned so as to support objects of various 
shapes and sizes. To the contrary, they ‘require special 
forms of ?xtures and accessories for each different ob 
ject to be carried thereby. More often than ‘not, these 
?xtures and accessories, which are supported on a ‘per 
forated backing board, can be used only on the ‘board 
upon which they are intended to be supported, and can 
be used to support’ only that object they are designed to 
hold. They lack the degree of simplicity and standard 
ization which permits easy adjustment to meet ‘the de 
‘mandsof any problem which may arise. 
Other vvknown hook structures further have another 

serious defect in that they inherently must belloosely 
*?tted- onto the supporting panel board inl-order to ful?ll 
(‘their intended use of being removable and positionable 
Hat-any desired location on ‘the board. Theiresult is that 
they are easily.dislodged.from their positionon: the board 
‘when-articles are placed .on them oradjacent hooks, 'or 
‘when articles are removed therefrom. 

Accordingly, it ‘is ‘an‘object of thisinventionto :over 
.come .these and other unfavorable conditions “resulting 
from the use of the previous adjustable hook and bracket 

I structures. ‘ ' 

Aprincipal object of ‘this invention ;is to provide both 
‘a bracket construction which is readily placeableat any 

. desired location on aperforated backing-board andhooks 
which are_.~readil-y shiftable to any position on-the :bracket, 
and to further provide means for preventing thebrackets 
and hooksvrfrom being :accidently dislodged 1from their 
respective supports. 

‘ Another object of this invention is to provide a rack 
which may be used for either storage or; display purposes, 
and which has ‘detachable one piece?hooks for holding 
the various articles'to be stored or displayed. 

‘ Another feature of this invention isto provide a‘novel 
construction which allows the brackets to be supported 
on the supporting backing board in such a manner as-to 
permit the brackets-to present a modular effector an un 
interrupted line of brackets when so desired. 
A speci?c object of this invention ‘is to provide ‘a 

bracket adapted to be used on-perforated backing boards 
and which has a plurality of seats spaced apartrby any 
desired distance, and to further provide a hook which 
may beatttached 011 the~bracket at any predetermined seat 
and whichis free from lateral movement when ‘once 
mounted thereon. 

Another and further object of this inventionis to pro 
vide a display or storage rack device which is inexpensive 
and simple to ‘manufacture, and one which is durable 
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in construction and easyto assemble for holding various 
articles of many sizes and shapes. The backing board 
and bracket provide a maximum amount of positions 
in which the hooks may be placed, allowing the user to 
meet the requirements of most situations which may 
arise. The hooks and brackets, further, are of such de 
sign as to allow for standardization of equipment which 
may be used for a variety of purposes. 
The objects mentioned and implied from the foregoing 

discussion are achieved by a one-piece bracket having a 
plurality of seats spaced from its plane for receiving the 
supporting hooks, and further having rearwardly project 
ing ears adapted to support the bracket on a perforated 

_ board. The hooks generally are one-piece extruded mem 
bers which are punched formed to shape and speci?cal 
ly to have a ?at end portion adapted to enter the seats 
onthe bracket. A slight embossment may be placed on 
either the bracket or hook at such a location as to co 
operate with .an indentation on the other member so that 
When the‘hook is seated on the bracket, the cooperating 
embossment and indentation prevent the hook from be 
ing accidently-dislodged from its seat. 
The foregoing and other objects, advantages and fea 

tures of construction are disclosed hereafter in detail with 
the accompanying drawings. It is to be understood, how 
ever, that the drawings and accompanying exposition are 
illustrative only, and that the invention, its objects and 
features of construction arenot restricted to the particular 
details recited in the speci?cation or shown in the draw 
ings. 

In the drawings: 
‘Figure 1 is a perspective view of a perforated backing 

board with bracket and hooks mounted thereon. 
Figure 2 .is a sectional view on an enlarged scale taken 

on lines 2—2 in Figure 1. 
Figure 3 is a view looking at the bracket in the direction 

of the arrows on lines 3-—3 in Figure 2. 
‘Figure 4 is a view of the ‘blank from which the bracket 

shown in Figure l ‘is formed. 
, Figure 5 is a modi?ed. form of the invention. 
Figure 6 is a sectional view taken on lines 6—6 in 

Figure 5. 
Figure 7 is a fragmentary sectional view similar to 

those shown in Figures 2 and 6, but showing (another 
modi?cation ' of the invention. 

Figure '8 is another fragmentary sectional view show 
ing still anothermodi?cation of the invention. 
The bracket and hooks comprising this invention are 

intended .to be used .on a perforated backing board of 
the type commonly used fordecorative effect in the home, 
in an ‘of?ce, or in a display area; or the backing board 
may be of the type used for heavy duty work like stor 
ingtools in a factory tool room, a work shop or a garage. 
The boards usually vary from approximately 1/s to 1A 
of an inch thick and may have ‘perforations on a variety 
of center distances and patterns. The brackets compris 
ing this invention are adaptable to being made so that 
they may be supported by perforations on any center 
distance. However, one preferred. board, and one which 
is most commonly used, has perforations on one inch 
centers, since the design of the herein disclosed brackets 
‘and hooks still permits adjustment of the distances be 
tween hooks so that they can be arranged less than 1A 
of an inch apart. The‘board may be made of any suitable 
material such as metal, plastic, wood, ‘or ?berboard. 

Referring in detail ‘to Figure 1, there is shown a part 
of a backing board 11 ‘having vertically and horizontally 
aligned holes or perforations 12. Mounted to the board 
is a bracket member 1-3 adapted to hold supporting hooks 
hereinafter described. 
As shown in ‘Figure 4, bracket 13 is formed from .a 

blank 13a suitably cut from sheet metal, ‘and comprises 



it is to ?t. 

3 
a central body portion 14, two laterally extending ear 
portions 15—15, and a lower ear or lug portion 16. The 
lower edge of the blank also has two notches 17—17 
for a purpose to be hereinafter described. During the 
shaping process a plurality of paired sockets 18—18 are 
die cut and pressed outwardly from the plane of the 
central body portion 14 to form a plurality of seats 19 
whereon the hooks are supported. As the paired sockets 
are ‘cut, the peripheral portion of the blank is bent in 
an opposite direction (on the dotted lines shown in 
Figure 4) to form a strengthening ?ange 29 about the 
entire body portion 14, while the ears 15—15 and lug 
16 portions are projected rearwardly so that they are 
positioned to enter the backing board perforations 12 
and mount the bracket 13 thereto. When the bracket is 
in ?nished form, the lower margin of the body portion 
14 is de?ned by two slightly downwardly inclined con 
verging edges 21-21, which meet at a median line run 
ning vertically through the body and whereat the lug 
16 is positioned. Thus, when ears 15—15 are projected 
through perforations 12 in the backing board, lug 16 
is positioned midway between the ears and adapted to 
enter a perforation in a lower row of perforations. 

Referring to Figures 1—3, each ear 15 comprises a neck 
portion 22 of su?icient length to pass through the back 
ing board 11 and an upwardly extending head portion 23 ‘ 
adapted to engage the back side 24 of the board. The ears 
are hinged upwardly and away from the direction of the 
load on a seat 19, so that the head portions 23 prevent 
slipping of the cars from the perforations and swinging 
of the bracket about fulcrum points formed by the per 
forations 12 wherein the ears are inserted, while the neck 
portions 22 help to support the bracket ‘on backing 
board 11. 
Lug 16 also comprises a head portion 25 substantially 

circular in shape and a neck portion 26 adapted to pro 
ject at least the greater portion of head 25 through the 
perforation wherein it is inserted. The head 25 is pref 
erably made slightly larger than the diameter of the 
perforation 12, so that a slight pressure is required in 
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order to seat lug 16 in a perforation. The coaction of ,. 
the lug 16 and perforation 12 is similar to that of a 
snapping action and serves to prevent the bracket from 
being inadvertently unseated from the board 11. The 
lug 16 is also slightly rounded to follow the circum~ 
ference of the supporting perforation 12, and hence'pro 
vides a secure seat for the bracket while also serving 
to distribute the bracket load over a considerable area 
of the perforation, thus preventing shearing of the back 
ing board at the perforations. 
To mount bracket 13 in position on the backing board 

11, the heads 23 of cars 15—15 are ?rst introduced into 
the selected perforations while the bracket body por 
tion 14 is held approximately perpendicular to the back 
ing board. A swinging movement is then imparted to 
the bracket until lug 16 engages the perforation wherein 

The lug is then snapped into place and the 
bracket is held in proper position by the cooperation 
of each ear 15—15 and lug 16 with its respective perfora 
tion 12, as shown in Figures 1 through 3. When remov 
ing the bracket from its mounted position, a hook or nail 
is inserted into one of the spaces created by the notches 
17—17 between the ?ange 20 and board 11, anxl a slight 
prying action readily removes the lug from its perfora 
tion, after which the bracket may be easily swung away 
from the board. 
Each hook 27 is a one-piece shaped extruded mem 

ber, generally circular in cross-section and bent at one 
end to form a depending support portion 28 adapted 
to enter and be held in bracket seat 19. At its other 
end 29, the hook may be bent upwardly slightly so as 
to prevent falling iof articles hanging therefrom, or the 
hook may be specially bent to conform to the contour 
of the article to be held thereby. The support portion 
28 is stamped to form a ?at body which snugly ?ts in 
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the bracket seats. Each bracket seat, when die cut ‘and 
stamped, is formed so as to present a ?at front and back 
portion 30, 31 respectively, which together with the ?at 
support portions 28 cooperate to prevent any swinging or 
lateral movement of the hook. 
The distance between the ears 15—15 on each bracket 

13 is determined by the distance between the perfora 
tions on the board 11 which is used. For example, if 
the perforations are on one inch centers, the distance 
between the ears is made some multiple of one inch. 
As shown in Figure 1, this distance would then be two 
inches, with lug 16 being midway between the ears and 
positioned to enter a perforation on a lower row of per 
forations. If a larger bracket were used on the same 
board, the distance between the ears is increased by some 
even multiple of one inch so that the lug 16 can be on 
a vertical midline through the bracket and still be in 
position to enter a perforation. In actual practice, how 
ever, the distance between the ears 15—15 is made 
slightly less than the calculated distance in order that 
the ears of two di?erent brackets may enter the same 
perforation. This permits an arrangement of brackets 
in side-by-side relationship to give a modular effect or 
an uninterrupted line of brackets, if such pattern is 
desired on the backing board. 
The seats 19 on each bracket may be spaced apart 

by any desired distance. For instance, it has been found 
that when the brackets have approximately a two inch 
span, by making the seat approximately on one-half inch 
centers, the hooks 27 advantageously may be positioned 
to hold most objects which are placed therebetween for 
display or storage. Thus, even an article having no 
means to catch on to a book, like a screw driver, may 
be placed between adjacent hooks and be held thereby. 

Figure 5 shows a modi?ed bracket of more simple 
design. The modi?ed bracket 32 comprises an elongated 
or strip shaped body portion 33 on which a plurality 
of seats 1911 are die cut and pressed to the same form 
as seats 19. Adjacent to the upper end of each bracket 
side, ears 15a—-15a, similar in shape to cars 15, are 
formed and projected rearwardly of the bracket body 
so as to enter the perforations 12 on a backing board. 
Bracket ears 15a——15a also are so spaced apart as to 
allow adjacent bracket ears to enter the same perfora 
tions and give the e?ect of a continuous strip of brack 
ets 32, if so desired. The hooks 27 are held by the seats 
19a in the same manner as hereinbefore described for 
seats 19. 
When it is desired to have the distance between ad 

jacent hooks even less than permitted by straight hooks, 
the hooks may be offset from their seat portions as 
shown in Figure 1. The offset hook 27a thus permits 
the adjacent hooks to hold even miniature tools and ar 
ticles therebetween. 
As most clearly shown in Figures 1, 2 and 5, a small 

embossment 34 is placed between the paired sockets 
18—18 forming each seat 19. The embossment is 
adapted to enter an indentation 35 on the ?at support 
portion 28 of each hook 27 or 27a to hold the hook se 
curely and in place. Thus, not only are the hooks held 
by the ?at face and back 30, 31 of each seat 19, but they 
also are secured therein against accidental dislodgment 
by the cooperating embossment and indentation. All 
that need be done to place the hook in its seat is to ap 
ply a slight downwardly directed pressure to snap the 
hook into place. While the hook is held securely in 
place, it readily may be removed from the seat by using 
su?icient force to disengage the embossment from the 
cooperating indentation. 

Figure 7 shows a slight modi?cation of the hook re 
taining means. In this case, a small embossment or 
stop 36 is placed upon the upper part of the ?at support 
portion 28 of the hook as the hook is formed. A co 
operating notch or indentation 37 is provided immedi 
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ately adjacent each bracket seat 19 and is adapted to be 
engaged by the embossm'ent 36 of any hook inserted 
in the seat, thus securing the hook against accidental 
removal. 

In Figure 8 there is shown still‘ another modi?cation 
of the invention. The hook retaining means, in this 
modi?cation, depends upon a clamping action by the 
hook on the upper socket of Ithe paired sockets 18——'18 
wherein the hook is mounted. Speci?cally, the modi 
?ed hook 271] has a downwardlyjdepending portion 38 
joined with the support portion ‘2-8 to form a spring 
loop 39 for securing the. hook in any seat. Thus, when 
the ?at support portion 23 ;is,mounted in any seat, a 
slight downwardly directed pressure allows the .hook to 
slide past the upper socket 18, whereafter the coacting 
.‘portions 28, .38 spring. towardseach other, retaining the 
hook in position. 

It will be seen that the invention has many advan 
tages. The separate bracket and hooks are inexpensive 
to make ‘and sufficiently sturdy to withstand the kind 
of wear that they will be subjected to. Moreover, their 
versatile construction allows a single form of hook to 
be adjustably positioned to hold many forms of objects. 
The hooks may be adjustably positioned in any bracket 
seat, and when so seated, they are free from lateral play 
or the danger of inadvertent removal. 
The bracket and cooperating hook thus have many 

uses. They may be used in the kitchen to hold cook 
ing utensils, in the garage or work shop to hold tools and 
the like, or they may be used as 'a means to hold decora 
tive objects or for display pieces in salesrooms. 

While the structure de?ned forms a satisfactory bracket 
and hook construction, it is to be understood that other 
forms may be utilized and that the embodiment herein 
illustrated is for the purpose of exposition only and not 
intended to limit and de?ne the invention. Other such 
forms suggest themselves, namely, the same hooks may 
be individually shaped or shaped to cooperate with other 
hooks so formed to hold articles having different con 
?gurations. 

I claim: 
1. A rack comprising the combination with a panel 

board having vertically and horizontally aligned perfora 
tions on equal center distances; of a bracket, a plurality 
of sets of paired sockets spaced forwardly from the plane 
of said bracket, said sets of paired sockets being arranged 
to form a horizontal line of seats wherein support hooks 
may be selectively inserted, means adjacent each pair of 
sockets for securing any hook against accidental removal 
from the seat wherein it is inserted, a rearwardly directed 
strengthening ?ange on the peripheral edge of said 
bracket, a pair of studs extending from said ?ange and 
adapted to enter aligned perforations in said panel board 
to support the bracket thereon, head portions extending 
transversely to each stud for securing the bracket to said 
board, and a lug portion extending rearwardly from the 
bottom portion of said ?ange for frictionally engaging a 
lower perforation in said panel board for preventing ac 
cidental removal of said bracket from said panel board, 
said ?ange being notched whereby a lever may be in 
serted in the space between the ?ange and board to facili 
tate removal of said bracket. 

2. A storage and display rack comprising the combina 
tion with a panel board having perforations on equal 
center distances; of a set of brackets mounted on said 
board, each bracket having a plurality of integral for 
wardly projecting sockets surrounded by an integral rear 
wardly projecting strengthening ?ange, a ?at portion 
forming part of the inner wall of each socket, a pair of 
integral rearwardly and upwardly extending ears on each 
bracket, the distance between paired ears on a bracket 
being slightly less than the center-to-center distance be 
tween the perforations wherein they are inserted so that 
adjacent ears on adjacent brackets may enter the same 
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6 
perforationrto allowthe presentation of an uninterrupted 
line of brackets, each bracket further including an integral 
rearwardly extending lug provided midway between its 
sides at, its lower edge adapted to enter a panel board 
perforation, each lug having an external substantially 
rounded outline formed with a slightly downwardly ex 
tending bump adaptedjto follow the con?guration of the 
perforation wherein the lug is inserted to prevent shear 
ing of the perforation, a plurality of books, each hook 
having a ?at portion insertable in any bracket socket and 
retained by the ?at wall portion therein against lateral 
movement, andrneans cooperable with said hook ?at 
portion for yieldably embracing the socket wherein the 
?at portion is inserted to thereby prevent accidental hook 
removal. 

‘ 3. A storage and display rack comprising the combina 
tion with a ‘panel board ~having perforations on equal 
center distances; of a set of brackets mounted on said 
board, each bracket having a plurality of integral for 
wardly projecting sockets surrounded by an integral rear 
wardly projecting strengthening ?ange, a ?at portion 
forming part of the inner wall of each socket, a pair of 
integral rearwardly and upwardly extending ears on each 
bracket, the distance between paired ears on a bracket 
being slightly less than the center-to-center distance be 
tween the perforations wherein they are inserted so that 
adjacent ears on adjacent brackets may enter the same 
perforations to allow the presentation of an uninterrupted 
line of brackets, each bracket further including an integral 
rearwardly extending lug provided midway between its 
sides at its lower edge adapted to enter a panel board 
perforation, each lug having an external substantially 
rounded outline formed with a slightly downwardly ex 
tending bump adapted to follow the con?guration of the 
perforation wherein the lug is inserted to prevent shear 
ing the perforation, a plurality of hooks, each hook hav 
ing a ?at portion insertable in any bracket socket and 
retained by the '?at wall portion therein against lateral 
movement, hook retaining means adjacent each bracket 
socket, and means on each hook ?at portion cooperable 
with the retaining means associated with the socket where 
in the ?at portion in inserted for securing the hook against 
accidental dislodging. 

4. The combination with a panel board having perfora 
tions on equal center distances; of a set of brackets mount 
ed on said board, each bracket including a plurality of 
integral forwardly projecting sockets, and an integral 
rearwardly and upwardly extending ear at each of oppo 
site bracket sides, the distance between the ears on each 
bracket being slightly less than the center-to-center dis 
tance between the perforations wherein they are insert 
able, whereby adjacent ears on adjacent brackets may 
enter the same perforation to allow the presentation of 
an uninterrupted line of brackets on said panel board, 
each bracket further having an integral rearwardly pro 
jecting lug below and midway between its ears, each lug 
having an external substantially rounded outline for fric 
tionally entering another perforation in said panel board 
to prevent accidental bracket removal therefrom, a plu 
rality of hooks, each hook having a support portion in 
sertable in any bracket socket and engageable therewith 
to prevent lateral hook movement, separate hook retain 
ing means on said brackets at each socket, and retention 
means on each hook support portion cooperable with the 
retaining means at the socket wherein the hook support 
portion is inserted for preventing accidental hook removal 
from said socket. 

5. A storage and display device, comprising: a board 
having aligned perforations on equal center distances; a 
substantially ?at bracket mounted on said board, said 
bracket having a plurality of integral forwardly project 
ing sockets surrounded by a rearwardly projecting 
strengthening ?ange, a plurality of hooks, each hook in 
cluding a ?at support portion insertable into any bracket 
socket and a detent extending from said support portion; 
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a pair of integral rearwardly and upwardly directed ears 
extending from said ?ange, one at each of opposite bracket 
sides and adapted to enter aligned perforations in said 
board for mounting said bracket thereto; an integral rear 
wardly projecting lug on said bracket below and midway 
between said ears, said lug having an external substan 
tially rounded outline for frictionally entering another 
lower perforation in said board to prevent accidental 
bracket removal therefrom; means for removing said 
bracket from said board, including a notch in said ?ange 
wherein a lever is insertable to pry said l-ug from said 
lower perforation; and separate paired retention means 
on said bracket at each socket, whereby insertion of a 
hook support portion into a socket engages the ?rst reten 
tion means at the socket with the ?at support portion of 
said hook to prevent lateral hook movement, and further 
releasably engages the second retention means at said 
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socket with the detent on said support portion to prevent 
accidental removal of said hook from said socket. 
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